D.C. United Engages with Fans by Streaming Exclusive Shows via Facebook Live

Using Wirecast from Telestream, the D.C. United Digital Media Department engages with fans by streaming exclusive pre- and post-game shows via Facebook Live.

Washington, D.C.
As the most decorated club in modern U.S. soccer history, the D.C. United has won the MLS Cup four times, including 1996, 1997, 1999 and 2004. To keep their fans excited and engaged, the club’s in-house digital media department has set a goal to connect regularly with their fans through digital and social media outreach.

To accomplish this, the digital media department produces interesting, broadcast-quality live streams that entertain and support the fans that attend the games, which are currently played at the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Stadium. They especially want to connect with the club’s growing fan base including:

- Devoted fans in the District of Columbia (D.C.)
- Fans tailgating in the parking lot before the games
- Fans that reside outside of the Washington D.C. market
- Fans that follow the team on Facebook
The Initiative
Recognizing the significant marketing opportunity that Facebook Live poses, the digital media department set out to find interesting, engaging ways to produce content exclusively for Facebook that would take the D.C. United fan experience to a higher level.

On a weekly basis, the department now delivers fresh Facebook Live programming, including weekly pre-game and post-game shows featuring:

- Game highlights
- Interviews with players and coaches
- Post-game analysis of key plays and strategy
- Pre-produced video packages about the team

Committed to producing digital media programs comparable in quality to the club’s televised games, the digital media department searched for the ideal content creation platform.

They chose Wirecast 7—live production and streaming software from Telestream—for its comprehensive feature set and professional quality, as well as its ability to stream content directly via the Facebook Live platform.

“The digital media department is a small crew tasked with doing a lot of different things, such as social media, video and PR on behalf of the D.C United,” says Samantha Perrie, video producer with the digital media department. “Usability was something we looked for in a new app. After a thorough search, we found Wirecast, took it for a test drive, and knew it was what we were looking for.”

The Challenge
The biggest challenge facing the club’s lean digital media department was to produce live social media streams that mirror the quality of their televised game matches. To meet this high production standard, the live production and streaming solution would need to be able to:

- Perform live video switching between multiple video cameras
- Layer video elements
- Add live graphics treatments
- Intersperse full-screen displays, such as Coming Up Next and Season Ticket Information
- Mix audio
- Use sophisticated 3D titling capabilities to display player and game stats
- Stream via Facebook Live

“There really wasn’t any learning curve for me having been in the video industry for years. I could just hop right on, create different layers for graphics, and turn them on and off. It’s so easy.”

Samantha Perrie, video producer with the digital media department serving D.C. United
Wirecast handles all of these online production tasks in a streamlined workflow that video novices find intuitive and user-friendly. And for those with a video editing or production background, the Wirecast environment offers a familiar paradigm that lets them get up-to-speed quickly.

The Solution
Wirecast solves the digital media team’s production challenges by sharing the same live camera feeds and graphics treatments as the televised match. Wirecast also makes all of the production tools needed to produce the live-streamed shows easily accessible from a single user interface.

The pre-game show, which typically runs about 22 minutes, is comprised of five segment blocks, each of which is roughly three minutes long. Since the pre-game show airs while the team is doing warm-ups, each live segment incorporates 30 seconds of pre-recorded material, such as player interviews.

While the digital media team wants their Facebook audience to grow, they particularly want to use the platform to recognize and interact with those ardent fans that support the D.C. United by coming to the games, and to help build excitement while they wait for the game to start.

Wirecast also provides features that support the entire process of live streaming directly to the Facebook Live platform. For example, the D.C. United digital media department occasionally encounters Internet connectivity issues when streaming media from their historic home stadium. To ensure a solid connection, Wirecast allows them to test the stream before the show goes live on Facebook for better quality control.

“I test the stream output before every show,” mentions Perrie. “Being able to set up a stream really fast, and test it in a way that only I can see it, gives me confidence and peace of mind that everything is working.”

The Results
“We feel that the more informed our fans are, the more loyal they are likely to be. Making it easy to watch interviews with players and coaches about what they think the match-up will be like, with analysis afterwards, all makes for a more engaged fan base, which is our ultimate goal,” says Perrie.